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Design parameters of the high gain harmonic generation experment
using Cornell Undulator A at the ATF

L.H. Yu
NSLS, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upto~ NY 11973, USA

We present the design parameters of a high gain harmonic generation (HGHG) FEL
experiment to be carried out at the accelerator test facility (ATF) at BNL, in collaboratio-n
with APS. This experiment is a proof-of-principle experiment for the DW-FEL at BNL.
In the HGHG experiment we plan to double the frequency of a COZ seed laser by utilizing
a 0.76 m long 9 period u.ndulator (named the “Mini Undulatory”),a 2 m long 60 period
undulator (named the “Cornell Undulator A“), and a 0.3 m electromagnet chicane (the
dispersive section). The first undulator will be used in conjunction with the COZseed laser
to generate a ponderomotive force that will bunch the electron beam. The bunching will
then be enhanced by the dispersion section. The second undulator, the Cornell Undulator
~ tuned to the second harmonic of We seed laser will serve as the radiator. @ the
beginning of the radiator the bunched beam will produce coherent emission (charactetied
by a quadratic growth of the radiated power), then the radiation will be amplified
exponentially. We pkm to study the evolution of the various radiation ~gowth mechanisms
as well as the coherence of the doubIed, exponentkdly amplified radiation.

1. Introduction

The seeded single pass FEL has many advantages over other FEL concepts. The output
bandwidth is controlled by the input seed, limited only by the pulse len=~ and a
bandwidth of 104 is possible. Mm.ilarly,frequency stability is also’controlled by the seed;
hence the electron beam energy stability influences only the output intensity fluctuations,
relaxing the requirement on enera~ stability. Another obvious advantage is that the mirror
loss and damage problems of FEL oscillators are eliminated. In additio~ there is no need
for along train of micro-pulses. The electron beam can consist of single micro-pulses.
High repetition rate can be provided by utilizing a superconducting linac. Thus,. a seed
beam makes it possible to achieve very good energy stability and high average power.

There are powefil, conventional high repetition-rate tunable lasers operating in the Ill
and visible fkequency bands which may be harmonic-multiplied into the WV and used as
seed lasers for the FEL amplifier. The interest in harmonic generation in FELs stems from
the limitations of conventional laser harmonic generation techniques, such as low
conversion efficiency, susceptibility to damage and limited tunability.



The generation of harmonics by bunching an electron beam in a undulator, using a seed
laser, is well known and verified experimentally [1]. The use of prebunching in FELs was
studied analytically [2] and in a 3-D numerical simulation [3]. The extension of this
technique to the exponential growth regime including undulator tapering has been
proposed and studied in detail as the basis for the DUVFEL at BNL [4-6]. An order of
ma=titude improvement in the performance of this system can be obtained by fiu-ther
modifications of the technique [7]. However, the complete process of generating the
harmonics by prebunching in the fimda.mental and amplification in a undulator tuned to the
harmonic has not been demonstrated experimentally as yet. The generation of harmonics
and subsequent exponential growth poses many interesting questions. It is our intention to
pursue these questions experiment~y in the experiment at the ATF.

In the proposed HGHG experiment, we will demonstrate the bunching of a 42 MeV
electron beam by a COZlaser of nearly 0.7 MW input power. We will study the coherent
growth of the second harmonic at a wavelength of 5.3 ~ the exponential growth regime,
and saturation re=%e. We would like to verifj our theoretical models and to answer
important questions such as the effect of electron beam parameters on the coherence of
the FEL, the effect of undulator and ali=-ent errors, and the higher harmonic contents of
the FEL output near saturation.

We have selected the parameters of the harmonic generation experiment to match the
electron beam parameters which have already been demonstrated experimentally at the
ATF[8]. These include: a normalized rms emittance of 4n mm mrad at a peak current of
110 Ampere, and the energy of 42 MeV; a COZoscillator with a pulse lerqg.hof nearly 100
m and a power of 0.7 MW; a solid-state optical chopper on the C02 laser system which is
synchronized to the electron beam. This chopper is capable of slicing a 10-100 ps long
pulses. If necessary, these pulses can be amplified by a wide-band COZamplifier. In the
first stage, we shall use the 0.7 MW 100ns output of the oscillator output because its
repetition rate, and because the chopper will lower the intensity. The amplifier repetition
rate is lower than the oscillator, so only in the second stage when we need to increase the
HGHG output power by increasing the COZ power we will use the chopper and the
amplifier.

2. Parameters of the harmonic generation experiment

The desi=~ aid theory of the harmonic generation FEL has been described extensively in
ref. [5]. Therefore we will confine this presentation to a brief description of the parameters
of the experiment and the expected performance of the system.

Table 1 provides all the relevant parameters of the experiment: seed laser, electron beam,
undulator, and expected FEL amplifier performance. The Rayleigh range, as well as the
stren=ti of the dispersive section have been optimized using a procedure, described in ref.
[5].
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Following the optimization of the FEL parameters, the complete simulation of the
HGHG FEL has been done using a modified version of the computer code TDA [1O].

A schematic diagram of the harmonic generation experiment is shown in fig. 1.

We will use a COZ seed laser at a wavelenati of 10.6 ~m. The seed-laser pulse-length
will be initially 100 ns at an input power of 0.7 MW. The electron-beam pulse-length at
the ATF is assumed to be 4 ps FW’lZM.

Our system utilizes two undulator magnets separated by a dispersion section. The first
undulator, the Mini-Undulator, is used to ener=~ modulate the electron beam. At the end
of the Mini-Undulator, the simulated ener=~ modulation of particles versus the
ponderomotive phase is given in figure 2. The period of this undulator is 8 cm and the ‘
peak axial ma=~etic field is 0.158 T, making the 42 MeV electron beam resonant with the
10.6 pm seed radiation. This is followed the dispersion section with a magnetic field of 0.5

,,

T, in which the ener=~ modulation is converted into a spatial bunching with a strong
tsecond hzirrnonic component at 5.3 p. At the end of the dispersion sectioQ the energy
phase distribution is given in @ure 3, showing strong micro bunching.

When the coherently bunched beam enters the 2 m long radiator undulator magnet (the
Cornell Undulator ~ resonant at 5.3 ~m), there is a rapid coherent generation of 5.3 pm
radiation within the first two gain lengths, ie., about 0.5 meter. The radiation has a
characteristic quadratic dependence on the distance traversed in the undulator. Then there
is a transition to exponential growth which continues until about 1.8 w where it reaches
saturktio~ with output power of 45 Mw. At the end of the Cornell Undulator ~ the
ener=~ phase distribution is plotted in fi=~re 4, showing saturatio% and the 5 pm structure ‘
instead of the 10 ~m structure in the fi=-re 2 and 3.

The three distinct FEL processes occurring in the second wiggier (the quadratic
superradiant grow@ the expcmential grow@ and saturation) are shown clearly when the
radiation power is plotted against the undulator len~@hin fi=me 5.

\

We have looked into the sensitivity of the FEL petiormance on electron beam
parameters, such as the emittnnce and energy spread. Changing the emittance, from 4 to
6X104 n mrad changes the power e-folding length of the second undulator from 0.26 to
0.29 m. Changing the current from 110 ampere to 90 ampere again increases the gain
length to 0.29 m. Similarly, changing the FWHM energy spread from 0.1 to 0.2’XOchanges
the e-folding len=gthfrom 0.26 m to 0.27 m.

To study the tolerance on the undulator errors, we simulated the system by seeding the
calculation with dii3?erentsets of random undulator peak to peak errors. For simplicity, we
calculate for the case seeded with 5 micron .C02 beam of peak power 10 kw. In figure 6
we plot the gain verses therms displacement for each individual set of undulator errors.
Each point in the plot represents one set of undulator error, and hence one particular



trajectory. This plot shows that the output power is predominantly a fimction of the rms
displacement. When the nns displacement is 100 rnicro~ the gain drops from about 160 to
about 120. Hence we choose 100 micron as our tolerance on trajectory displacement.
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Table 1 System parameters
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Electron beam parameters
Energy y
Current I
Micropulse length
Emittance (normalized, rms)
rms beam .&e ax (matched beam)
Local energy spread uYly

Seed laser parameters
Wavelen=$@
Input power Pk
Pulse lenglh, initi~
Improved (sliced) pulse length
Rayleigh ?la.nge

Modulator undulator:
Length
Period
Peak magnetic field

Dispersive section:
Length
Magnetic field

dy
Dispersion (—)

dy

Radiator undulator (Cornell TJndulator A):
Period
Len@@h,
Exponential section magnetic field
Betatron wavelength

FEL parameters:
Wavelength
Bessel factor Jo-JI
Exponential section power e-fold~g length
Pierce parameter p
Output power
Output energy for a 4 ps _ pulse

82
11OA
4 ps
4x106 n mrad
240 pm
0.04370

lo.4~
0.7MW’
100 m
1o-1oo ps
0.76 m

0.76 m
8 cm
0.158 T

30 cm
0.5 T

1.5

3.3cm \
2rn
0.47 T
3.75m

5.2pm
0.857
0.263 m
0.0089
45 Mw
-0.2 d



Figures

Figure 1: schematic diagram of the HGHG experiment

Fi=~re 2: the ener=~ phase diagram at the end of the Mini-Undulator

Fi=me 3: the ener=~ phase diagram at the end of the dispersion section

Figure 4: the energy phase diagram at the end of the Cornell Undulator A

Figure 5: Radiation power versus distance in Cornell Undulator A

Fi=wre6: Gain for different simulation trajectories with different rms displacements, when
the Cornell Undulator A is used as an amplifier.
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